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Abstract 

Purpose: Diagnostic imaging procedures require optimization depending on the medical task at hand, 

the apparatus being used and patient physical and anatomical characteristics. The assessment of the 

radiation dose and associated risks plays a key role in safety and quality management for radiation 

protection purposes. In this work, we aim at developing a methodology for personalized organ-level 

dose assessment in x-ray CT imaging. 

Methods: Regional voxel models representing reference patient-specific computational phantoms 

were generated through image segmentation of CT images for four patients. The best fitting 

anthropomorphic phantoms were selected from a previously developed comprehensive phantom 

library according to patient’s anthropometric parameters, then registered to the anatomical masks 

(skeleton, lung and body contour) of patients to produce a patient-specific whole-body phantom. 

Well established image registration metrics including Jaccard’s coefficients for each organ, organ 

mass, body perimeter, organ-surface distance and effective diameter are compared between the 

reference patient model, registered model and anchor phantoms. A previously-validated Monte 

Carlo code is utilized to calculate the absorbed dose in target organs along with the effective dose 

delivered to patients. The calculated absorbed doses from the reference patient models are then 

compared with the produced personalized model, anchor phantom and those reported by 

commercial dose monitoring systems. 

Results: The evaluated organ-surface distance and body effective diameter metrics show a mean 

absolute difference between patient regional voxel models, serving as reference, and 

patient-specific models around 4.4% and 4.5%, respectively. Organ-level radiation doses of 

patient-specific models are in good agreement with those of the corresponding patient regional 

voxel models with a mean absolute difference of 9.1%. The mean absolute difference of organ doses 

for the best fitting model extracted from the phantom library and Radimetrics™ commercial dose 

tracking software are 15.5% and 41.1%, respectively. 

Conclusion: The results suggest that the proposed methodology improves the accuracy of 

organ-level dose estimation in CT, especially for extreme cases (high BMI and large skeleton). 

Patient-specific radiation dose calculation and risk assessment can be performed using the proposed 

methodology for both monitoring of cumulative radiation exposure of patients and epidemiological 

studies. Further validation using a larger database is warranted. 

 

 

Key words: Computational models, radiation dose, radiological imaging, Monte Carlo simulations. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The use of x–ray computed tomography (CT) in the clinic has skyrocketed in the last decade and has 

been accounted as a major contributor to total radiation exposure of the population in developed 

countries
1,2

. As the workhorse of radiology and medical imaging, CT scans can provide fast and 

accurate diagnostic medical images, guide surgical interventions and help planning therapeutic 

procedures
3
. Despite the overwhelming medical benefits of CT, there are concerns about potential 

cancer risks owing to the utilization of ionizing radiation. Overall, the radiation risks from CT imaging 

to patients are small as the absorbed doses commonly range from 1 mSv to 30 mSv depending on 

the CT study type
 4

. However, owing to the large number of CT examinations performed annually 

(more than 100 million worldwide)
5
, even small risks may translate into a large-scaled number of 

future cancers. In light of these risks, accurate estimation of the absorbed dose profile and 

associated risk factors for the exposed patients in CT examinations is necessary
6,7

. Different 

approaches have been adopted to estimate the absorbed dose to patients from CT scans, including 

experimental measurements using dosimeters embedded witin physical anthropomorphic phantoms 

and Monte Carlo calculations using computational models. However, these approaches inherently 

bear a number of limitations including the difficulty of matching physical phantoms to the location of 

internal organs within the patient’s body, the heavy workload involved for constructing 

patient-specific computational models and the inherent assumptions in measurements and 

simulation setups, which might contribute significant uncertainties to the estimated absorbed dose. 

A patient-specific phantom represents a realistic model enabling accurate estimation of organ-level 

dose; however, the segmentation of patient images is time consuming and not feasible for clinical 

routine applications. A potential alternative for person-specific organ dose estimation is to use a 

library of computational models where habitus-specific phantoms could serve as alternative models 

covering various anthropometric and anatomical characteristics of patients
 8

. Several 

habitus-dependent phantom series have been developed to perform patient-specific dose 

estimation by matching anthropometric characteristics of patients, such as gender, age, height and 

body weight
9-11

. Stepusin et al.
12

 suggested to match patient’s data to a computational phantom 

from a predefined library using height-and-weight matching for patient-specific CT dosimetry. The 

construction of patient-specific models from regional CT images is another alternative for 
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patient-specific dosimetry, which was adopted in a number of studies by mapping the segmented 

model of patient CT images to a template anatomy through a deformable registration process
13,14

. 

However, this is not practical for routine clinical usage owing to the labor-intensive manual 

segmentation process. Kalender et al.
15

 proposed to construct patient-specific whole body models 

from regional CT images using a simple protocol-based appending of the scan range to a reference 

phantom to take out-of direct field-of-view scattered radiation and over-scanning effects into 

account. Similar to the above mentioned method, this technique also suffers from time-consuming 

manual organ segmentation required for dosimetry calculations. Gao et al.
16

 estimated organ doses 

for a large number of pediatric patients using patient-specific information implemented into 

VirtualDose™ CT dose calculation software. The Radimetrics™ commercial dose tracking software 

(Bayer HealthCare)
17

 calculates patient-specific absorbed doses by matching CT images of each 

patient with Cristy & Eckerman stylized computational phantoms
18

, taking into account the physical 

and anatomical characteristics of the patient. The ImPACT CT patient dosimetry calculator estimates 

organ-level absorbed doses and effective dose based on spreadsheet tools and adult stylized 

phantoms
19

. Although this approach is practical, it is impaired by the dosimetric uncertainties 

resulting from the large differences between the anatomy of patients and simulated computational 

phantoms (categorized by gender and age) in addition to the inherent uncertainties associated with 

protocol-based mapping of the scan location on the computational models
20

. Since Monte Carlo 

calculations using patient-specific models are commonly considered as reference for organ dose 

estimation from diagnostic imaging procedures
21

, the implementation of an easy to use and reliable 

framework enabling to estimate patient-specific organ dose for individual patients in clinical setting 

is highly desirable. 

 

In this work, we propose a methodology for constructing patient-specific computational models 

based on deformable registration of patient CT regional images on a habitus-dependent anchor 

phantom. Unlike previous works that simply append the scan range to an existing reference 

anthropomorphic phantom, which requires labor-intensive and time-consuming manual 

segmentation or definition of patient’s organs inside the appended region, we employ the structural 

deformation of the best-fitting phantom from an existing large library of computational models 

through automated registration to estimate the patient-specific model. We adopted three 
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computational models for patient-specific CT dose estimation: the regional patient model developed 

by segmenting a series of CT images, the best fitting/matching anchor model selected from a 

phantom library based on sex, age, height-and-weight and patient-specific computational model 

constructed through image registration. Patient-specific radiation doses are calculated using the 

three computational models used as input to the N-Particle eXtended (MCNPX) Monte Carlo code. 

The results obtained using the anchor phantom and registered model are compared to the regional 

patient model serving as reference to investigate the influence of the computational model on the 

accuracy of patient-specific radiation dose estimation. 

 

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Patient’s regional voxel model based on CT image segmentation 

The institutional ethics committee approved this retrospective study. Written informed consent was 

waived. CT images of four patients with different gender, age and physical characteristics referred to 

Geneva University Hospital for diagnostic CT examinations were included in this work. 

Semi-automated image segmentation was performed using the 3DSlicer software22 enabling to 

identify 10 organs/tissues, including the lungs, heart wall, liver, kidneys, spleen, stomach wall, 

pancreas, gall bladder, urinary bladder and skeleton. The segmented organs were validated by an 

experienced radiologist and integrated in a voxel matrix to produce a patient regional computational 

model. The chemical compositions and material density for each organ were assigned according to the 

ICRP report 89.
23 

 

 

2.2 Patient-specific computational phantom 

In previous work, we reported on the construction of a phantom library24 extended from ICRP 

reference models covering different body morphometries, consisting of about 230 male and 249 

female voxel adult phantoms scaled to specific age, height and weight grids based on the NHANES 

(2011-2014) database 
25

. In these series, anatomical diversity, specifically organ masses, is 

implemented using a multi-correlation model to estimate organ masses based on gender, age, height, 

weight and BMI.Therfore, the best-fitting adult phantom is selected from the extended library to 
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match the patient’s anthropometric and anatomical characterisitics. For the pediatric models, the 

anchor phantoms were generated by scaling the male and female ICRP adult reference phantoms to 

match the height and weight of actual patients. Thereafter, anatomical masks for the skeleton, lung and 

body contour were generated from patients’ regional CT images using auto-segmentation algorithms. 

Subsequently, the whole body anchor phantom is deformably registered to the patient anatomical 

mask model using automatic affine registration to produce a new whole body personalized 

computational phantom with well-defined anatomical structures, matching patient images obtained 

from CT examinations. Image registration was performed using the Insight Toolkit (ITK)
26

. The 

registration was performed in two steps: In the first step, the voxelized patient regional model was 

registered to the anchor phantom through automatic affine registration and the affine matrix warping 

the patient’s regional model to the anchor phantom calculated. In the second step, the inverse affine 

matrix is applied to the anchor phantom to produce a new personalized computational model. The 

registration algorithm uses the regular step gradient descent implemented within the ITK software 

package and the mean squares metric between two images. The resulting model after registration is 

referred to as "patient-specific model" and includes 140 identified organs. Figure 2 shows 

representative patient-specific computational phantoms along with the regional model of 

corresponding patients as well as the selected best-fitting models. 

 

 

2.3 Dosimetry calculations 

Computational models are commonly coupled with Monte Carlo techniques for dosimetry 

calculations through full simulation of the CT scanner and parameters used by the scanning protocol 

under which the patients were examined. The studies were acquired on the GE 750HD CT scanner 

(GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI). The geometry of the system was accurately modelled and validated 

against experimental measurements as described in previous work27. The patient-specifc acquisition 

parameters, including the table speed, revolution time, pitch factor, total collimation width, tube 

voltage and modulated tube current , extracted from the DICOM headers, were modeled in this 

simulation setup. The examined body part was defined automatically through mapping the skeletal 

mask obtained from patient CT images to the whole body computational phantoms. Obtaining the 

complete tube current modulation profile was not possible owing to the lack of sufficient information 
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(proprietary data undisclosed by the manufacturer). We therefore extracted the longitudinal tube 

current modulation from the DICOM header file of patient’s CT images and didn’t consider angular 

tube current modulation.16 The absorbed doses to predefined target organs were calculated using a 

previously validated C++ computer code 
27,28

. The simulations of each helical CT scan were repeated 

six times with x-ray tube starting at angles differing by 60 degrees since the actual tube starting 

angles in the actual examinations was unknown. The effective dose was estimated according to ICRP 

report 103
29

: = ∑ ∑ , ,   (1) 

where E is the effective dose,  is the radiation weighting factor for radiation type R, ,  is the 

contribution of radiation type R to the absorbed dose, and  is the tissue weighting factor for 

organ or tissue T reflecting its relative radiation sensitivity. 

Subsequently, clinical CT images of the patients were imported into Radimetrics
TM

 dose tracking 

software
17

 for calculation of organ absorbed doses and effective dose. Radimetrics
TM

 collects CT 

scans directly from the hospital’s picture archiving and communication system and matches patient 

images with Cristy & Eckerman stylized computational phantoms
18

 according to age, gender and 

body size. The software extracts scanning parameters (tube voltage, mAs, scan range, etc.) from the 

DICOM files’ header information and calculates overnight patient-specific absorbed dose at the 

organ level through Monte Carlo simulations. 

In this work, the results obtained from Monte Carlo simulations of the patient’s regional model 

were considered as reference to which dose profiles calculated using computational models and dose 

monitoring software were compared. 

 

2.4 Quantitative analysis 

To investigate the impact of anatomical metrics of computational models on radiation dose 

estimation, habitus-dependent parameters of the computational models were compared using 

established metrics including the Jaccard’s coefficient for each organ, organ mass, mean body 

perimeter, organ-surface distance and mean body effective diameter. The similarity between the 

patient regional model and patient-specific model and the selected best-fitting model was evaluated 

through the Jaccard’s coefficient: 
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, = | ∩ || ∪ | = | ∩ || | | | | ∩ |  (2) 

where A refers to the organ volume of the patient’s regional model whereas B refers to the volume of 

the same in the patient-specific model or the selected best-fitting model. This metric enables the 

assessment of organs overlap between the two investigated models. The mean body perimeter was 

determined by the average outer perimeter of the patient in the scan range. Surface-organ distance is 

defined as the average distance from the skin to the organ in all slices. The body effective diameter is 

defined based on lateral (LAT) and anterior-posterior (AP) dimentions: 	 = √ ×        (3) 

 

3. RESULTS 

3.1 Computational models 

Figure 1 shows the segmented regional model of the considered patients along with the original 

CT images. The best-fitting model for adult patients were selected from the extended phantom 

library
24

 based on age, gender and height-weight matching, while for the pediatric patients, the 

best-fitting models were constructed by deforming the ICRP reference model to reach the 

height-weight target values. The anthropomorphic characteristics of the 4 patients included in this 

study are summarized in Table 1. Subsequently, the selected best-fitting model was registered to the 

patient’s regional model to generate a patient-specific model. Figure 2 shows representative 

patient-specific computational models together with regional computational models of the 

corresponding patients and best-fitting phantoms. 

The differences in terms of anthropometric metrics between the different computational models are 

summarized in Tables 2-6. When the results obtained using the patient’s regional model serve as 

reference, the magnitude of the relative difference is reported based on the subtraction of the target 

metric from the reference value. The mean Jaccard coefficient, which describes the similarity between 

models, for the best fitting models and the patient-specific models are 0.2 ± 0.17 and 0.19 ± 0.18, 

respectively (Table 2). The absolute difference of organ mass between the actual patient and the 

best-fitting model ranges from -241.4% to 83.6% while the difference between the patient and the 

patient-specific model ranges from -251.8% to 82.2%. The mean body perimeter in the range of each 

organ of the patients are in the range 81.6 ± 23 cm, while the mean absolute difference for the 
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best-fitting model and patient-specific model are 10% and 9.8%, respectively. The organ-surface 

distances of the patient are in the range 13.5 ± 4.1 cm for different organs while the mean absolute 

difference between the patient and the best-fitting model and patient-specific model are 7.1% and 

4.4%, respectively. The body effective diameters for each organ of the patient are in the range 24.6 ± 

7.9 cm, while the mean absolute differences for the best-fitting model and patient-specific model are 

6.6% and 4.5%, respectively. 

 

 

3.2 Organ absorbed dose and effective dose 

Organ radiation doses to the studied patients were calculated using the MCNPX Monte Carlo code 

using three computational models as input. The results were compared with the values estimated by 

Radimetrics™ dose monitoring software. Figure 3 shows the organ absorbed doses from CT 

examinations for regional computational models of patients included in this study. The mean absorbed 

doses to the patients are 9.2 mGy for the lung, 8.78 mGy for the heart, 10.14 mGy for the liver, 10.2 

mGy for the kidney, 9.48 mGy for the stomach, 8.7 mGy for the pancreas, 9 mGy for the bladder and 

10.63 mGy for the spleen. 

As shown in Figures 4-6, when the results calculated using the patient’s regional model serve as 

reference, the mean absolute discordance of organ doses of the best-fitting model, the patient-specific 

model and Radimetrics™ are 15.5%, 9.1% and 41.1%, respectively. The effective dose to the patient 

models are 11.74 mSv, 5.96 mSv, 10.52 mSv and 9.5 mSv for case#1, case#2, case#3 and case#4, 

respectively. Conversely, the values calculated using the best-fitting model, patient-specific model 

and Radimetrics™ are within the range of 9.5 ± 3.3 mSv, 9.2 ± 2.14 mSv and 10.5 ± 5.5 mSv, 

respectively. The absolute difference between the effective dose reported for the patient regional 

model and the best-fitting model, the patient-specific model, and Radimetrics™ are 15%, 5.7%, and 

58.6%, respectively. 

 

4. DISCUSSION 

The patients’ dose profiles from CT scans were calculated using different computational phantoms: 

the regional patient model, the best-fitting model selected using height-and-weight matching from 

previously developed phantom library and the registered patient-specific model. When the regional 
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patient model is used as reference, the registered patient-specific model is superior to the selected 

best-fitting model in terms of error in estimated organ dose. The results extracted from RadimetricsTM 

dose tracking software showed a considerable deviation from the reference even though the 

morphometric characterisitics of the patient have been taken into account. Through image registration, 

the proposed approach allows matching the patient’s data to a whole-body phantom presenting with 

similar location and anatomical morphometry. The evaluated metrics, including organ mass, body 

perimeter, organ-surface distance and effective diameter increased in patient-specific models owing to 

the nonlinear deformation of the best-fitting phantom during the registration process to match the 

obtained anatomical masks (skeleton, lung and body contour) of patients to the corresponding anchor 

phantom. The Jaccard coefficients do not show a good similarity in some cases owing to the 

dependency of this index on organs’ volume and the spatial location of organs for the different 

computational models (Table 2). 

 

In this work, we selected a group of patients presenting diverse anatomical characteristics to 

evaluate our methodology on a representative patient population: Case #1, a patient with high BMI 

and large skeleton size, selected to evaluate our methodology on extreme cases and case #3, a 

pediatric patient presenting with a large skeleton structure. In these two cases, there is a noticeable 

difference in dose estimates between the reference values and the best fitting model selected from 

the phantom library, even though matched the patient age, height and weight were carried out. 

Patient-specific models for these cases improve the dosimetric results by about 15%. Case #2, is an 

athletic male with small-sized internal organs whereas case #4 is a morphometrically normal pediatric 

patient where the best-fitting model provides organ dose estimates deviating by ~10% from the 

reference values without any remarkable improvement in organ dose calculation using patient-specific 

models. 

 

The habitus-dependent phantom library approach suffers from the limited number of anatomies 

and morphometries that cause an uncertainity in dose estimation 
30

. This approach provides acceptable 

organ doses for anthromorphically and anatomically normal patients. The current methodology 

building patient-specific computational models from patients’ CT images demonstrated noticeable 

improvement in the accuracy of organ dose calculation for extreme cases. The calculated absorbed 
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dose in the lungs is significantly improved owing to the excellent matching between the lungs mask 

obtained from patient CT images and the best-fitting phantom. Although Radimetrics
TM dose tracking 

software estimates patient size from the scout scan and the examined anatomical region is 

determined using image registration methods, the deviation from the reference doses can be caused 

by the oversimplified anatomy and body contour of stylized models and the limited number of 

phantoms available that do not cover the diversity of different anatomies and morphometries. In 

addition, implementing the scan range into the simulation based on predefined CT acquisition 

protocols (anatomical landmarks) is another source of errors in Radimetics™. 

 

This study bears a number of limitations, including the construction of the regional patient models 

for evaluation of the domestric results and the development of the phantom library. Regarding the 

regional patient model, the segmentation of internal organs was performed manually, where prior 

anatomical knowledge guides identification of organs and delimitation of their boundaries. This 

approach is not feasible for routine clinical application. Fortunately, the body countour, skeleton and 

lungs can be automatically segmented from CT images and used during model registration to produce 

a patient-specific model. Likewise, assumptions regarding chemical compositions and density for 

organs may also introduce errors in dose estimations. Another limitation related to the selection of the 

best-fitting model is that the developed library contains a limited number of phantoms and cannot 

cover all patient morphometries. This limitation may potentially be addressed by expanding the 

library in future work. The limited number of patients included in this study is among the limitations 

of this work. In addition, the posture differences of the anchor phantom and patient studies (arms up 

vs. arms down) may introduce a displacement of internal organs. The registration of the anchor 

phantom to regional patient images can be further optimized to improve the matching of the 

patient-specific model and patient regional model. The TCM model adopted in the simulation process 

didn’t consider the angular modulation owing to the lack of sufficient information (proprietary raw 

data format undisclosed by the manufacturer). Other limitations of this work include the few organs 

considered and the use of only one CT scanner model. The construction of patient-specific models for 

accurate dosimetry calculations remains a challenging issue requiring further research and 

development efforts 31. Deep learning approaches have brought revolutionary advances in the field of 
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medical image analysis that could be useful for constructing patient-specific models through 

automatic segmentation of medical images (body contours and internal organs). 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

The aim of this study is to quantify the dosimetric characteristics of patient-specific computational 

models in CT dose estimation. Although using height-weight matching to select the best-fitting model 

from a comprehensive phantom library is feasible in clinical setting, the estimated organ dose may 

differ from the reference by up to 36% as demonstrated in this study. If, however, patient CT images 

are available, a reference computational model can be matched to the patient data to produce a 

patient-specific computational model for radiation dosimetry calculations, thus improving the 

accuracy of organ dose estimation. 
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Figure captions 

 

Figure 1. Representative slices showing coronal views of segmented reginal patient models for 

patient case #1 (top-left), case #2 (top-right), case #3 (bottom-left) and case #4 (bottom-right). 

Figure 2. 3D views of, from left to right, patients’ regional models, the corresponding anchor 

phantoms and patient-specific phantoms. Patient case#1 (top-left), case#2 (top-right), case#3 

(bottom-left), case#4 (bottom-right). 

Figure 3. Absorbed doses for segmented target organs. 

Figure 4. Relative differences of absorbed doses in segmented target organs for best-fitting models 

vs. patient regional models. 

Figure 5. Relative differences of absorbed doses in segmented target organs between 

patient-specific models and patient regional models. 

Figure 6. Relative differences of absorbed doses in segmented target organs between Radimetrics 

and patient regional models.  
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Table 1. Anthropomorphic characteristics of the patients and the best-fitting models (matched by gender, age, 

height and weight). 

Physical 

parameters 

Patients Best-fitting model 

#1 #2 #3 #4 #1 #2 #3 #4 

Sex AF AM PM PM AF AM PM PM 

Age (y) 50  25 7 3 40-50  20-30 - - 

Weight (kg) 88  104 26 13 89.3  105.7 26 13 

Height (cm) 160  185 131 93 158.1  184.3 131 93 

BMI (kg/cm
2
) 34.37 30.38 15.1 15 35.77 31.22 15.1 15 

Body region Th-Ab Th-Ab Th-Ab Th-Ab WB WB WB WB 

AF: Adult Male, AM:Adult Female, PM: Pediatric Male 

Th-Ab: Thorax-Abdomen, WB: Whole body 
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Table 2. Jaccard’s coefficients for organs between the patient regional model and other computational 

models. 

 JACCARD COEFFICIENTS 

Organs Best-fitting phantom Patient-specific phantom 

 #1 #2 #3 #4 #1 #2 #3 #4 

Lung 0.345 0.48 0.44 0.54 0.56 0.48 0.47 0.50 

Heart 0.054 0.19 0.13 0.17 0.12 0.19 0.16 0.17 

Liver 0.346 0.37 0.49 0.52 0.52 0.38 0.35 0.53 

Kidney 0.287 0.15 0.15 0.22 0.21 0.16 0.14 0.19 

Stomach 0.069 0.04 0.07 0.09 0.05 0.03 0.07 0.07 

Pancreas 0.122 0.08 0.07 0.04 0.16 0.07 0.16 0.02 

Bladder 0.016 0.04 0.0 0.04 0.01 0.04 0.09 0.05 

Spleen 0.306 0.01 0.24 0.16 0.08 0.02 0.02 0.18 
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Table 3. Comparison of organ masses between the regional patient models, best-fitting and registered models. 

  ORGAN MASS DIFFERENCE (%) 

Organs Patient vs. best-fitting model Patient vs. patient-specific model 

 #1 #2 #3 #4 #1 #2 #3 #4 

Lungs 29.9 39.7 46.5 -44.7 -54.0 37.9 46.6 -59.5 

Heart -24.5 -22.5 0.9 31.1 -1.9 -26.2 2.1 22.5 

Liver 33.1 -51.7 17.3 46.8 0.0 -55.6 17.2 41.3 

Kidneys 31 -10.8 -15.3 68.6 -1.0 -14.2 -13.7 65.5 

Stomach -20.2 -188.0 -121.8 39.7 0.0 -192.2 -122.0 36.3 

Pancreas 15.7 -241.4 -17.5 -225.6 2.8 -251.8 -14.3 -241.1 

Bladder -30.8 -233.3 21.5 51.1 -68.9 -242.2 20.5 44.6 

Spleen 45 27.6 63.3 83.6 1.9 26.4 63.3 82.2 
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Table 4. Comparison of mean body perimeter at organ longitudinal scan range between the regional patient 

model and best-fitting phantom and registered models. 

 MEAN BODY PERIMETER DIFFERENCE (%) 

Organs Patient vs. best-fitting model Patient vs. patient-specific model 

 #1 #2 #3 #4 #1 #2 #3 #4 

Lungs 14.4 -15.5 -12.2 -22.1 -28.8 -19.1 -26.1 -31.1 

Heart 20.3 -17.3 -10.7 -20.6 -21.2 -21.2 -24.4 -29.5 

Liver 22.1 -5.5 -5.4 -3.5 -17.1 -9.8 -18.7 -11.0 

Kidneys 16.4 -0.9 -1.2 -1.9 -25.0 -5.2 -13.9 -9.3 

Stomach 18.3 -5.5 -0.6 -1.8 -22.5 -9.9 -13.3 -9.1 

Pancreas 16.3 -3.2 -0.1 2.2 -24.8 -7.8 -12.8 -5.1 

Bladder -4.3 -7.1 -9.3 -22.9 -52.7 -10.1 -23.0 -31.9 

Spleen 21.4 -7.6 -5.7 -3.8 -18.0 -11.9 -19.0 -11.1 
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Table 5. Comparison of organ-surface distances between the regional patient model and best-fitting phantom 

and registered models. 

 ORGAN-SURFACE DISTANCE DIFFERENCE (%) 

Organs Patient vs. best-fitting model Patient vs. patient-specific model 

 #1 #2 #3 #4 #1 #2 #3 #4 

Lungs 19.2 -6.2 -0.5 -14.1 -5.2 -9.9 -12.8 -22.7 

Heart 22.5 -7.6 -0.7 -11.8 -3.2 -11.8 -13.0 -20.2 

Liver 19.9 -1.1 -1.0 0.7 -4.9 -5.0 -13.4 -6.9 

Kidneys 17.4 -1.4 0.7 0.5 -8.7 -5.6 -11.3 -7.2 

Stomach 16.1 -5.7 4.7 1.5 -9.9 -10.3 -7.0 -6.2 

Pancreas 16.6 1.3 2.7 5.8 -9.8 -3.1 -9.2 -1.5 

Bladder -2.5 -2.4 -5.5 -13.6 -35.3 -6.6 -18.5 -22.4 

Spleen 18 -3.9 -0.5 1.4 -6.3 -7.8 -12.8 -6.1 
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Table 6. Comparison of mean body effective diameters at organ longitudinal scan range between the different 

computational models. 

 MEAN BODY EFFECTIVE DIAMETER DIFFERENCE (%) 

Organs Patient vs. best-fitting model Patient vs. patient-specific model 

 #1 #2 #3 #4 #1 #2 #3 #4 

Lungs 20.2 -3.1 2.9 -9.7 -7.0 -7.9 -8.9 -18.1 

Heart 24.7 -4.6 3.3 -10.4 -2.1 -9.4 -8.4 -18.7 

Liver 18.4 1.2 0.6 0.0 -9.5 -3.4 -11.6 -7.7 

Kidneys 13.7 4.5 3.0 0.7 -14.7 0.0 -8.6 -7.1 

Stomach 16.5 0.8 4.2 1.7 -11.4 -3.8 -7.6 -5.8 

Pancreas 12.3 2.9 3.5 3.8 -14.9 -1.6 -8.1 -264.4 

Bladder 3.1 2.9 -4.6 -14.5 -29.2 -1.7 -17.3 -23.3 

Spleen 19.3 0.1 0.6 0.4 -7.5 -4.5 -11.8 -7.1 
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